
 
 

Dear Families,  

  

I trust that you are all enjoying this summer break even more than usual after a stressful 18 months. I, 

for one, have found an extra degree of appreciation for the return of things that used to seem 

commonplace, like visiting the farmer's markets unmasked, gathering with friends and family, and 

sending my kids back to camp. However the past week has brought more ominous news with regard 

to the Delta variant and a bit more uncertainty about what that will mean. This has helped me hone 

my skills in perspective, which is all the better since the faculty has selected "Perspective" as the 

theme for the 2021-2022 school year. Stopping to consider things from a different perspective will be 

emphasized more than ever, as we feel there is much to be gained from this at all age levels. 

  

This year's mid-summer update is a bit lengthy but reflective of a lot of exciting work my team is 

doing (in our flip-flops, of course).  

  

Strategic Planning 

As announced in the State of the School address, we have launched a comprehensive strategic 

planning effort to help prepare for Green Vale's centennial anniversary in two years. This 

collaborative effort of the Board, administration, and other key constituents will benefit from the 

professional guidance of Greenwich Leadership Partners ("GLP"), a firm with a stellar record of 

helping schools like us ask the right questions and apply the right process to devise a clear roadmap 

ensuring this school's continued excellence in all realms. In the absence of purposeful long-term 

planning, excellence at the level GVS is known for will not "just happen."  

  

A major cornerstone of this work will be an all-hands-on-deck survey of Green Vale constituents 

administered through GLP. Through this "Powerful Learning Survey", customized for GVS, we will 

gain a detailed understanding of how parents (as well as students, teachers, and alumni) experience 

mission and program. Participation goals are highly ambitious, so expect to hear a lot more about the 

importance of sharing your thoughts come October.  

  

For a brief sense of how GLP approaches their work with independent schools and why we are so 

pleased to have engaged them, please see this excerpt from Founder Stephanie Rogen's book Creating 
Schools that Thrive. 
  

COVID & Next Year 

http://email.greenvale.myenotice.com/c/eJxNj8tuwyAQRb_GLBEvg7NgEUVJN11UavYWwmODhMEB7Db9-tIuqkqj0Z3H1cyZNBOKMLQaH3xcRj9pwRXymhFGydDSifecYYopvUgie3a-cXG-KtEJsmSAeJgAeH1CTNVbwDatyGk7CNlPzE4GCOF8IFIRZeeTEL1inA4oaFfrVjp-7titRYaS9myh4NlHE4qvgCPUNvGrWaA0cVDJpKJCEtGqv9tNb_nxCXl_2iWlrw-2M3i41n55fRsvGUxtYO_WpRTK3Zl6d9kfMAqKt2lGNsVqbP0B50QolHVwJoTVxP-A5deOU15Q1Q1xLWPbaI_lbwnKaCo


While it may seem like life is mostly back to normal, we all know that the pandemic is not over. 

Important questions regarding mask usage, distancing, arrival protocols, food service, etc. must first 

be answered by NY State and will be highly dependent on vaccination rates and the Delta variant. 

Green Vale will continue to follow the lead of the State and the Department of Health and will need 

to be highly flexible as rules evolve. As I have told my team: no matter what is mandated, we know 

after last year that we are prepared to adapt as needed while still keeping student learning at the 

forefront.  

  

Here are some dynamics we are assuming at present: 

• Indoor social distancing will now be three feet. 

• Cohorts will consist of an entire grade level rather than individual homerooms. This will 

particularly benefit PE, sports, and other specials. 

• In some grades, we will have particularly small homerooms for this year to ensure we can 

follow distancing requirements. 

• Indoor mask use will depend on state and CDC guidelines; we will clarify this closer to the 

start of school.  

• Outdoors, masks are not required. 

• Lunch logistics are still being explored.  

• We will not offer online learning unless there is School-related exposure that necessitates 

quarantine of a cohort.  

  

Regarding COVID vaccinations, we strongly advise that all eligible students elect to receive the 

vaccine, although we are not mandating it. The higher our overall vaccination rate as a community, 

the more we will protect one another.  

  

New Administrators 

As of July 1, we have welcomed two new senior administrators. Heather Wagner, our new Lower 

School Director is hard at work getting to know the workings of GVS and the particulars of each LS 

grade level. As announced, she joins us from King School in Stamford, CT and Chapin School, NYC 

where she had served as assistant division director and long-time teacher, respectively. 

  

Scott Saperstein has taken on the role of Director of Facilities & Security. He has hit the ground 

running, overseeing some exciting improvements to the Early Childhood building in time for opening 

day. Scott comes from the Sayville, Amityville, and Roosevelt school districts where he held the same 

role.  

  

Important Policy Reminders 

By necessity, certain school policies were somewhat relaxed last year due to the exceptional 

circumstances imposed by COVID. As the coming year approaches, I need to firmly state that many 

policies will need to be enforced much more literally in order to maintain the original spirit of 

intention behind them. As always, in setting any policy, we have thoroughly considered the needs of 

both individuals and the needs of the School as a whole.  



  

• Dress Code In addition to bringing back jackets and ties for 4th-8th Grades, we remind 

parents to follow the stated Dress Code without taking liberties such as shirt and sweater 

colors (approved shades are clearly stated; other colors such as turquoise, green, red, 

purple, dark pink, stripes, etc are not permitted) as well as outer layers (no hoodies or 

sweatshirts may be worn indoors) and pants (absolutely no leggings or "stretchy" pants 

unless worn under a skirt). In general, the GVS-approved Land's End items are the only 

accepted styles; other labels must echo the same styling. 

• Sports Interscholastic athletics have long been part of a Green Vale education. To that end, 

sports are not optional and the school day ends at 4:20 for 5th-8th Grades. The experience 

is better for all when participation is maximized. Therefore, exemptions from sports will be 

granted only under highly specialized circumstances. The deadline to apply for a fall 

exemption is August 30; please inquire with Dan Russo to receive the application form 

before that deadline.  

• Parents on Campus We will continue to operate with a strict policy of no parents inside 

school buildings. In the case of forgotten items, parents must leave the item with the front 

office and not visit their child's locker or classroom. 

• Extended Day We are pleased that we will be able to offer an extended day option until 

5:00 for Nursery through 4th Grade. Complete details will be communicated in the coming 

weeks. 

• After-School Enrichment If we are able to offer after-school classes/programs, the offerings, 

schedule, and pricing will be shared in mid-September. 

• Tutoring GVS teachers will not be permitted to engage in private tutoring of students on 

campus. (Normal "extra help" offerings before school or during the day will continue as 

usual.) 

What Else to Expect 

As communicated previously, all families will receive a wall calendar, printed directory, and vehicle 

ID decals in August. Homeroom assignments will be posted on the Parent Portal by September 3. 

Other resources to prepare for the start of school are compiled at the Summer Hub 

(www.greenvaleschool.org/summerinfo).  

  

Lastly, please save these September dates: 

  

EC Back to School Night: Thursday, September 9 at 7:00 

Welcome Back Family Event: Sunday, September 12 (afternoon) 

1st-8th Back to School Night: Tuesday, September 14 at 6:30 

  

Enjoy the remainder of the summer!  

  

Jesse Dougherty, Ed.D. 
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